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f~ll into three categories, according to the
mode of fixation:

1. Station or vantage points by a 3
point fix.

2. Ground control points intersected
from the station points with the
Phototheodolite.

3. Control points produced during plot
ting.

For the fixation of an end point of the
base, sufficient third- and fourth-order tri
angulation points are needed.

The accuracy with any instrument is
dependent on the base length used. The
greater the distance to the photographed
area the longer the base which must be
chosen.

The glass-plate negatives of the photos

taken on this summer's trip to Coleman
Glacier have been sent to Germany where
they will be machine-plotted into contour
maps. With the aid of these maps, it is felt
that an accurate measurement of the
glacier's volume growth can be computed.

Meteorologists are interested in the ac
tion of Coleman Glacier because many
glaciers in the Cascade Mountains are ad
vancing. It is felt that this may be at
tributed to a change in climate. A study
of the situation was launched this summer
by the University of Washington Depart
ment of Meteorology and Climatology.
Terrestrial photogrammetry will aid the
researchers in securing quickly and ac
curately the necessary data and resulting
contour maps for calculating the glacier
volume change.

The T AF Phototheodolite and Its
Use in Glacier Surveys*

J. E. COLCORD,

Assistant Professor, University of Washington

STUDIES of glacial dynamics involve the
precise determination of x, y, and z co

ordinates, and their correlation with time.
This problem is in effect a typical survey
ing problem, in specialized terrain. The
common data obtained results in (a) Ve
locity profiles, and (b) Topography of the
glacier and its environs.

Due to the inaccessibility and danger
associated with many glaciers, standard
surveying tech niques are impractical. Fig
ure 1 shows a view near the front of a gla
cier. The topographer is confronted with
obtaining critical spot elevations, yet his
two roped rodmen may not safely venture
to many critical areas. If the whole glacier
is considered, as Figure 2 shows the Cole
man Glacier on Mount Baker, the impos
sibility of stadia is evident, and one im
mediately looks to photogrammetry for a
solution. The advantages of photogram
metry are numerous, for in addition to the
production of an accurate map, a perfect
visual record in third dimension .can be
had.

Photogrammetry connotes to most of
us the application of aerial photographs.
In certain instances, however, terrestrial
photogrammetry is superior. Some cases
where terrestrial work should be consid
ered are in mapping small steep areas,
gorges, and large scale work in mountain
ous terrain. Since the Coleman project
fell into the last classification and was
repetitive in nature, terrestrial photogram
metry was chosen.

The most common terrestrial instru
ment is the Wild Phototheodolite, see
Figure 3. This instrument consists of the
combination of a T-2 with a camera sus
pended in V-bearings with a series of pre
determined tilt positions. The precision of
the theodolite is sufficient for all geodetic
work that may be required, and also per
mits use of the sub tense bar for base-line
lengths. The camera can be oriented
quickly to any desired direction. The verti
cal range of the Wild camera is from plus
15 degrees to minus 40 degrees. The weight
of the theodolite and camera is about 60

* Presented at the Puget Sound Section Meeting, December 4, 1956, Victoria, B. C.
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FIG. I. Crevassing and Ice-falls on the Coleman Glacier.

FIG. 2. Mount Baker, showing the Coleman and Roosevelt Glacier with a typical glacial valley.
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FIG. 3. Wild Phototheodolite.

pounds. In the Coleman Glacier survey,
many observations of the same area using
the same control were contemplated. After
several comparisons, the T AF Photo
theodolite, Figure 4, was purchased. This
Phototheodolite was constructed at the
Technical Institute of Munich under super
vision of Dr. Walther Hofman. l

The T AF Phototheodolite consists of a
precise camera and a horizontal circle,
reading to minu tes on a vernier. The
camera lens serves as a telescope using the
upper or lower ocular lenses as the eye
piece. The fiducial marks are utilized as
the cross hairs. This results in a low-power
transit (approximately 5x). Vertical angles
are measured as functions of the tangent
by use of the vertical slide. The vertical
range is from about 'plus 35 degrees to
minus 35 degrees. The weight of the in-

1 Hofman, W., "Photogrammetric Glacier
Measurements on the Volcanic Peaks of Wash
ington," The Mounta1:neer, Vol. 45, pp. 7-16,
December 15, 1953.

strument and case is less than 12 pounds.
The result is a light-weight instrument
that can be used for terrestrial photogram
metry in all but the primary control phase.

I n the case of the T AF, the film used is
Perutz Topo-Platte. This is a highly
orthochromatic, anti-halation, extremely
fine grain film. I t has a resolving quality
to guarantee geometrically true reproduc
tion of the finest detail. The film speed is
3/10 din or approximately 1.6 ASA. Since
there is a built-in yellow filter, this results
in an average exposure of 15 seconds at
f:50 for mountain photography in bright
sun.

The ultimate map accuracy is highly de
pendent on the choice of the base. A good
base should be situated so that vertical
angles are not extreme. The perpendicular
length should be between t and 1/20 the
minimum!and maximum distance to be
mapped. A difference in elevation of the
base of t its:horizontal distance can be

FIG. 4. TAF Phototheodolite.
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FIG. 5. Base location.

FIG. 6. TAF at end of baseline.
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FIG. 7. Photo taken with TAF Phototheodolite.

+

tolerated in the plotting machine. Favor
able ligh ting of the terrain should also be
considered in base-line selection.

In the survey of the Coleman, the
relative position of the base to the glacier
is shown in Figure 5. This base choice is
not ideal since it is too short and the light
ing on the glacier is not as good as one
would desire. However, the present loca-
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tion appears to be the best for mapping
from a single base. Figure 6 shows the
TAF in operation from the base line. For
photogrammetric control, two points are
considered minimum for plotting a stereo
pair. One of these should be in the fore
ground and one in the background. In the
stereo-autograph the left picture is used
for direction and vertical control, thus the
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FIG. 8a. At left Schematic Negative and Geometry.
FIG. 8b. At right Vertical Control Calculation.
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Glacier

FIG. 9. Map of Coleman Glacier.

geographic position for only one end of the
base need be calculated.

Figure 7 shows a level photograph taken
with the TAF. The positions of the fiducial
marks and the approximate horizon can be
seen. A schematic negative could be repre
sented as in Figure 8a. Computation for
bearing to a point can be made with a
comparator and a known initial direction
of the camera axis. Horizontal distance to
points could be determined mechanically,
or by calculations using the law of sines.
When this distance is known, the height or
elevations of objects can easily be calcu
lated from photo measurements. Figure 8b
shows the constants for the TAF, using the
vertical slide for vertical control. It is
possible to set the camera axis approxi
mately level using 150 on the vertical slide
scale. In compilation, the map positions
and elevations should be referenced to the
control points, not the horizontal position
pointer.

The compilation of a map by individual
calculations is obviously a tedious process,
yet for some purposes it would be reason-

able. Figure 9 shows the map of the Cole
man Glacier produced on a Zeiss Stereo
autograph 1318 at the Technical Institute
in Munich. This slide shows the change in
the contours of the glacier from 1954 to
1955. Planimetry of the contours showed
that the glacier had an increase of about
170,000,000 cubic feet of ice in a year.2

The use of the T AF on the Coleman and
other glaciers in the Cascades and Olympic
Mountains of Washington will be con
tinued and the science of glacial measure
ment will progress through a National
Science Foundation Grant. To photo
grammetrists, the availability of a Photo
theodolite may assist in the better solution
of engineering problems. It is hoped that
it will soon be feasible to utilize techniques
of terrestrial photogrammetry in surveys
for quarries, pits, landslide investigations,
and dam sites.

2 Bengston, K. B., and Harrison, A. E.,
"Glaciers Reflect our Changing Climate," The
Mountaineer, Vol. 47, No. 13, pp. 41-42, Dec.
15, 1954.




